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Assessment:  

When I was in New York at the All-American High School Film Festival, I remember 

during one panel, the speakers were asked a question about the one piece of advice you would 

give to aspiring people in the film and television industry. I distinctly recall one young filmmaker 

told the audience to look at your role models in the industry, and then look at their role models, 

and so on. It allows you to jump through this artistic rabbit hole where you are exposed to all 

kinds of new material and are able to study the techniques of other storytellers. As I am 

currently working on my original work, I am starting to identify other writers whose voice I enjoy. 

In order to figure out my own writer’s voice, I’ve decided to jump into the rabbit hole myself, 

studying the work of those who inspire me and their mentors as well. 
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The first person I’ve decided to study is Academy award-winning screenwriter Aaron 

Sorkin. The West Wing is my favorite show because of its snappy dialogue and walk-and-talk 

scenes encompassing the concept of white house staffers. I believe the reason why this show is 

my favorite and why it is so popular is how fast-paced and wordy the dialogue is because that is 

how people talked in reality. His writing style combines the interjection of trivia knowledge and 

side conversations with overall plot and goals of the characters. After watching Aaron Sorkin’s 

Master Class Interview at the 2017 TIFF Festival, he spoke about writing for characters in his 

own voice, not pretending to be someone else. He doesn’t write based on plot, he writes based 

on the characters storylines. In while writing for The West Wing for four seasons straight (that’s 

like writing 11 film screenplays per year), he wrote week to week -- not ahead of time -- because 

he wanted to see where the characters would take him. Another piece of advice I took away 

was how to cure writer’s block. For him it simply takes time. If you feel that you are struggling to 

write a scene, it is probably because it isn’t developed enough. Just give it time and it will come. 

Overall, I loved listening to Aaron Sorkin’s creative process, and the uncanny similarities to my 

own process of moving, talking, and even performing the dialogue. I feel empowered and ready 

to take on writing my stuff.  

The next screenwriter I looked at was Aaron Sorkin’s mentor, William Goldman. It’s 

funny because he actually wrote the screenplays to two of my parents’ favorite films -- The 

Princess Bride and All The President’s Men. What I learned about Goldman was that like 

Sorkin, Goldman never really showed signs of a talented writer. Goldman had gotten terrible 

grades during his short story and writing classes at Northwestern and Oberlin College. Hearing 

about his experience really grounded me because it shows me that you don’t need to be the 

most sophisticated, seasoned writer. In fact, Goldman spoke about his first attempt of writing a 

screenplay in which actor Cliff Robertson asked him to adapt Flowers for Agernon into a film 
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screenplay. One he finished it, he was fired and Stirling Silliphant adapted the book into Charly 

(which won Cliff Robertson a Best Actor Oscar), and Goldman’s work was never mentioned. 

This twist in irony just goes to show how some of the most famous and known creative pioneers 

in the industry have all been thought of at one time or another as failures. In addition, The way 

he tells his stories is by actually by knowing the story from beginning to end and then beginning 

writing out everything. Even though he was a mentor to Sorkin, it shows me that their strategies 

differed in many ways and there isn’t just one right way to screenwrite. 

Ultimately after diving into the rabbit hole, I see how much the industry has changed. 

These two screenwriters have transformed the industry by allowing the characters and ideas 

take precedence. I personally loved getting to listen to them and their experiences and I hope to 

incorporate some of their advice into my own writing. This research assessment has also helped 

me realize that as a creative person you need to study other creative works to see what you like 

and don’t like as a storyteller. Now, i feel a stronger sense of who I am as a storyteller and I will 

showcase that through my writing. 
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